
A001

Play during your Rush

Lone Hero
One Player with no Players 
from their own team within 
5 hexes gains +2 on all tests 
for the rest of the rush and 

may have up to 3 Action 
Tokens played on them. At 

the end of the Rush they 
collapse from exhaution and 
are placed in the 3 section of 

the Sin Bin.



A002

Play during your Rush

Deep Pass
One Player within 5 hexes of 
the Captain may Throw to a 

teammate with the following 
range modifiers:

No modifier at 1-4 hexes
-1 modifier at 5-8 hexes

-2 modifier at 9-12 hexes



A003

Reform the Line
Up to 3 Players in the Coach’s 

own half may Run, one at 
a time, ending their move 
closer to the opponent’s 

half than they were. These 
Players may not enter a hex 

with a loose ball.

Play during your Rush



S001

You Suck!
You have suction cups, use 

them.
All of your Players within 

5 hexes of the Captain 
have a +2 modifier to 

Dodge tests against Steal 
until the end of the Rush.

Play at any time

Remains in Play



S002

Extra Sticky
All of your Players within 

5 hexes of the Captain 
may commit the Restrain 

Foul without the 
possibility of a Foul being 

called.

Play at any time

Remains in Play



S003

Forward!
All of your Players within 5 
hexes of the Captain have 

a +1 modifier to Dash tests 
until the end of the Rush.

Play at any time

Remains in Play



S004

Immovable Object
Play this card after the 

opposing Coach Brushes 
Aside, Rams or Slams 

one of your Players. Your 
player is not moved, and no 
dice are rolled – the test is 

assumed to be drawn.

Play at any time



S005

Oh No You Don’t!
Play this card after the 
opposing Coach plays a 

Special card. Immediately 
discard their card and 

ignore its effects.

Play at any time



E001

Jinx
Superstition can be powerful. 

The word is out "Elastopods are 
bad luck".

All Players have the Klutz ability 
while this Event is in play.



E002

True Identity
The rumor mill is abuzz. "Did 

you hear who Snörk-El really is 
under that mask?"

The fans are as excited as they 
get. All doubled tests by any 

Player generates a Fan Check. 
Additionally for all Fan Checks 
draw 2 cards and choose which 

one to keep.
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